
Portfolio update

Growth Portfolio performs 

Nathan Bell, CFA

Helped by some nimble trading, Nathan Bell discusses how the Growth Portfolio 
has outperformed the index by 1.4% over the past year.

‘Even if you’re on the right track,’ warns actor Will Rogers, ‘you’ll get run over if you 
just sit there.’ In The Buy and Sell strategy, we explained why investors would need to be 
more active as share prices became more volatile in a world of pygmy interest rates and 
unconventional monetary policies.

While the model Growth Portfolio has been quite active over the past year (see Table 1),  
its performance is on the right track, having returned 22.1% for the year to 30 June 2013, 
ahead of the 20.7% return of the All Ordinaries Accumulation index.

Table 1: GrowTh porTfolio TransacTions
sTock (asX code)  buy/sell  shares (no.)  price ($)  Value ($)  daTe

rMd  Buy   (2,000)   4.15   (8,300)  31/01/13

crZ  Buy   (900)   9.27   (8,343)  13/03/13

cif  Capital Return   9,000   0.15   1,350  20/03/13

arp  Sell   650   12.52   8,138  3/04/13

nws  Sell   350   29.51   10,329  3/04/13

usd  Sell   1,100   9.46   10,406  3/04/13

syd  Buy   (2,350)   3.27   (7,685)  3/04/13

Tap  Buy   (5,250)   0.55   (2,861)  3/04/13

wow  Buy   (185)   34.05   (6,299)  3/04/13

rMd  Buy   (2,050)   4.42   (9,051)  3/04/13

slr  Buy   (1,950)   1.96   (3,822)  3/04/13

cpu   Buy   (500)   10.09   (5,045)  3/04/13

orG  Buy   (650)   13.16   (8,554)  3/04/13

arp  Sell   650   13.49   8,769  21/05/13

bbG  Sell   3,000   0.23   690  4/06/13

eldpa  Sell   70   26.50   1,855  4/06/13

cif  Capital Return   9,000   0.01   113  14/06/13

asX  Buy   (200)   32.94   (6,588)  21/06/13

abp  Sell  3060   2.25   6,885  21/06/13

The outperformance was, however, skewed to the second half, with the portfolio 
returning 9.2% compared to the index’s 4.4% return.

clear themes

There are some clear themes behind the performance. Resources businesses and 
the companies that service them have been hammered. The decision to largely avoid 
them—other than some very small speculative positions—has been vindicated.

Although Tap Oil and Silver Lake Resources have suffered a 25% and 82% fall in their 
respective share prices over the past six months, we sold some Silver Lake at much higher 
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prices and the small position sizes means the damage has been minimal. Speculative Buys 
only make up 4% of the portfolio, which is sensible for a conservative portfolio.

We sold Billabong International after its share price had fallen 73% from our initial 
purchase. With a duo of shrewd US hedge funds recently buying the company’s debt the 
situation remains unpredictable. We also finally sold the tiny Elders Hybrids position. The 
share price has fallen a further 70% since as Elders holds out for a superior bid for its 
remaining assets. All up, the portfolio is now more concentrated in our best ideas.

Cochlear was the only other stock to fall. The share price fell 22% over the past six months 
as sales growth dramatically slowed. With customers wait for the launch of the Nucleus 6, 
Mr Market’s pessimism produced an upgrade on 3 June 13, though you had to be quick.

The big winners over the past six months were the stocks with large US operations. In 
order of performance they are QBE Insurance (up 38%), Platinum Asset Management 
(38%), Aristocrat Leisure (36%), 21st Century Fox [formerly NewsCorp] (rising 30%), 
ResMed (27%) and Macquarie Group (18%).

QBE’s chief executive John Neale is implementing a sensible strategy to reduce costs 
and improve the company’s underwriting results. If interest rates and premiums in the US 
keep rising, then QBE could be a $20 stock once more. Aristocrat, Platinum and Macquarie 
remain core holdings but we’ve got one eye on the exit for Fox and the ‘new’ Newscorp. 
Look out for full reviews of these two demerged companies soon.

It’s been said that as your island of knowledge grows larger, so too does the coastline 
of mystery. So rather than discuss recent changes to the portfolio, we’ve produced a 
matrix to show you how the portfolios are prepared for various risks. Green indicates 
when a company benefits from a risk, red means it would be adversely affected and blue 
indicates no meaningful effect.

Table 2: GrowTh porTfolio (as aT 30 june 13)
sTock  price MosT shares price Value % of  
(asX code)  MVMT since  recenT (no.) ($) ($) porTfolio 
 31/12/12 (%) reco.       

arisTocraT leisure (all)  36%  Hold  3,000   4.28  12,840  4.5%

asX (asX)  <1%  Buy  200   33.07  6,614  2.3%

awe (awe)  2%  Speculative Buy  4,175   1.24  5,177  1.8%

brickworks (bkw)  10%  Hold  600   12.70  7,620  2.7%

carsales (crZ)  2%  Buy  900   9.43  8,487  3.0%

cochlear (coh)  –22%  Hold  200   61.71  12,342  4.3%

coMpuTershare (cpu)  14%  Buy  2,315   10.27  23,775  8.3%

csl (csl)  14%  Hold  150   61.58  9,237  3.2%

GpG (GpG)  4%  Hold  20,000   0.38  7,600  2.7%

infiGen (ifn)  2%  Hold  18,500   0.26  4,718  1.6%

Macquarie Group (MqG)  18%  Hold  350   41.87  14,655  5.1%

foX – non VoTinG (nwslV)  30%  Hold  360   31.15  11,214  3.9%

new news corp –  
non VoTinG (nnclV)  

n/a  Hold  90   16.55  1,490  0.5%

oriGin enerGy (orG)  8%  Buy  650   12.57  8,171  2.9%

plaTinuM asseT MMT (pTM)  38%  Hold  2,700   5.47  14,769  5.2%

qbe insurance (qbe)  38%  Hold  1,043   15.09  15,739  5.5%

resMed (rMd)  27%  Buy  4,050   5.00  20,250  7.1%

serVcorp (srV)  –8%  Hold  1,630   3.21  5,252  1.8%

silVer lake (slr) 
 –82%  Speculative  

  Buy  2,800   0.60  1,666  0.6%

sonic healThcare (shl)  11%  Hold  1,000   14.81  14,810  5.2%

sydney airporT (syd)  n/a  Buy  6,377   3.38  21,554  7.5%

Tap oil (Tap) 
 –25%  Speculative  

  Buy  9,850   0.47  4,630  1.6%

wesTfield Group (wdc)  8%  Hold  695  11.44  7,951  2.8%

woolworThs (wow)  12%  Buy  615  32.81  20,178  7.1%

cash (aud)               39,366  8.9%

 We own a large swag 
of dominant, high quality 
businesses with pricing power 
to protect earnings and 
dividends from inflation.
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The table reveals just how well positioned the growth portfolio is to profit from a 
decline in the Australian dollar. It may have already fallen more than 17% since reaching 
$1.108 on 27 July 2011 as China’s economy slows and mining investment tails off but 
it could fall far more. The recently published special report Stocks to profit from a lower 
Aussie dollar will tell you more.

We also own a large swag of dominant, high quality businesses with pricing power 
to protect earnings and dividends from inflation, should it eventuate. Computershare, 
Carsales.com, CSL and Sydney Airport are good examples.

not rocket surgery

Many of the companies are also less sensitive to a recession than a typical listed stock. 
Whilst reliable and high-dividend paying companies have been bid up by investors, cyclical 
businesses that have been recently punished are largely indistinguishable from junk.

The potential returns are not compensating for the risks and we won’t lower our 
standards to acquire them. Whilst we’re not buying mining services companies (for now), 
Worley Parsons offers a good example.

Of course, the risk matrix doesn’t cover all the potential risks. We recognise that it’s 
often the risks you don’t see coming that can hurt the most. Higher valuations and the 
opportunity to profit from events such as NewsCorp’s phone hacking scandal are why we’ve 
got 9% of the portfolio in cash despite earning interest of just 2.75%.

As I discussed at last year’s national roadshow, formulating a robust portfolio is not 
‘rocket surgery’ if you favour cheap and high quality businesses. But it does require patience 
and the ability to act quickly as opportunities to buy low and sell high present themselves.

posiTiVe    neGaTiVe    neuTral    unknown 

Table 3: porTfolio risk MaTriX
  Much  lower aussie inflaTion siGnificanT bankinG euro TerrorisM pandeMic naTural coMMod. 
 lower aussie recession ouTbreak slowdown crisis breakup   disasTer price 
 aussie  house   in china      fall 
 dollar  prices        

 GrowTh porTfolio 

arisTocraT leisure (all)         

asX (asX)           

awe (awe)          ? 

brickworks (bkw)          ?

carsales.coM (crZ)         

cochlear (coh)          

coMpuTershare (cpu)       ? ?  ?

csl (csl)           

Guinness peaT Group (GpG)       ?  

infiGen enerGy (ifn)           

Macquarie Group (MqG)         

21sT cenTury foX (foXlV)          

new news corp (nnclV)          

oriGin enerGy (orG)          ? 

plaTinuM asseT MGMT (pTM)      

qbe insurance Group (qbe)        

resMed inc (rMd)       ?    

serVcorp (srV)           

silVer lake resources (slr)         

sonic healThcare (shl)          

sydney airporT (syd)          ?

Tap oil (Tap)          ? 

wesTfield Group (wdc)          

woolworThs (wow)        ?  ?

http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/core/download/specialReports/SR_EFY13_Lower_dollar.pdf
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/core/download/specialReports/SR_EFY13_Lower_dollar.pdf
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/media/videos/?vID=7052010
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We’ve done a good job of that over the past year and I’m sure we’ll get plenty of 
opportunities over the coming year to put our cash to work.

Note: From 1 July we’ll include franking credits in the performance of the portfolio and 
the All Ordinaries Accumulation Index. That won’t make much difference in comparing the 
two, but as we’ll have to reinvest the dividends the portfolio’s cash levels could increase, 
particularly if more companies reach our assessment of fair value. 

Disclosure: Staff own many of the stocks discussed, for a full list please refer to the Staff portfolio on the 
website. First published online 8 Jul 2013.

Income Portfolio stands out

Nathan Bell, CFA 

This portfolio, wedded to high quality companies and conservative settings, stands 
out from the crowd. So how has it managed to maintain a huge outperformance? 
Nathan Bell explains.

Like Hawthorn during Saturday night’s blockbuster at the MCG against Geelong, the 
model Income Portfolio was struggling to keep up with the market at the halfway mark. 
Despite staging exciting second half turnarounds, both fell marginally short at the final siren.

For the financial year ending 30 June 2013, the model Income Portfolio returned 19.4%. 
Given the Income portfolio’s sizeable cash holding and small exposure to the big four banks, 
that compares favourably with the 20.7% return of the All Ordinaries Accumulation Index. 
Including dividends, the big banks returned 33% on average, accounting for 31% of the 
Index’s return due to their eye-popping 21% index weighting.

Like the model Growth Portfolio, the Income Portfolio outperformed in the second half; 
9.7% compared to 4.4% for the index. That leaves the Income Portfolio well ahead of the 
Index since inception; 13.4% per year compared to the Index’s 7.5% per year (see Chart 1).

To maintain that lead over time we expect the portfolio to be more concentrated in our 
best ideas. For example, we should’ve added Macquarie Group when it was half today’s 
price and offered a 5% unfranked yield.

CSL when it traded below $30, even though the yield was small, and News Corp during 
the phone hacking scandal, despite barely paying a dividend, were two more stocks that 
we should have included but didn’t. Even a conservative portfolio designed to produce an 
inflation-resistant income stream should make room for dirt-cheap opportunities.

The model Growth and Income portfolio may appear to overlap but the Growth 
Portfolio should be more concentrated and pay fewer dividends, for example. It’s also 
highly unlikely the Income Portfolio would own several speculative opportunities even 
within tiny portfolio limits.

(almost) nothing but green

As you might expect over the past year there weren’t many major losers (see Table 1). 
Servcorp‘s share price fell 8%, although it’s earned that back and more since 1 July 2013. 
New addition Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust fell 6% and was upgraded recently in 
BWP Trust back on the Buy list from 2 Jul 13 (Buy—$2.27), as its long leases and sensible 
acquisitions should help protect and grow its current 6.2% unfranked yield.

Washington H Soul Pattinson dropped 4% as falling coal prices hampered its major 
investment in coal mining company New Hope. We also took a 19.6% hit on WHK Group 
after a potential bid fell through following several profit warnings.

The two best performers over the past six months were Platinum Asset Management 
and QBE Insurance, both up 38%, as investors factored in higher profits from the falling 
Aussie dollar vis-à-vis the US dollar. ResMed and Computershare were up 18% and 14% 
respectively, and remain on our Buy list. Both should benefit from a lower Aussie dollar, as 

 For the financial 
year ending 30 June 2013, 
the model Income Portfolio 
returned 19.4%.
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http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/portfolios/staff/
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/portfolios/income/
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/portfolios/growth/
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/articles/BWP-Trust-BWP/BWP-Trust-back-on-the-Buy-list-9829766.cfm#.UdoUGW34Lqw
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/current-recommendations/buy/
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discussed in the recently published special report Stocks to benefit from a lower Aussie dollar.
QBE chief executive John Neal is implementing a sensible strategy to cut costs and 

improve underwriting results and, like Computershare, the company should be a large 
beneficiary if interest rates keep increasing in developed nations like the US.

Table 2: incoMe porTfolio TransacTions
sTock (asX code)  buy/sell  shares (no.)  price ($)  Value ($)  daTe

aaZpb  Sell   100   96.60   9,660  20/02/13

rMd  Buy   (2,300)   4.22   (9,706)  20/02/13

crZ  Buy   (600)   9.27   (5,562)  13/03/13

cif  Capital Return   3,600   0.15   540  20/03/13

usd  Sell   750   9.46   7,095  3/04/13

lep  Buy   (1,300)   2.56   (3,328)  3/04/13

cpu  Buy   (650)   10.09   (6,559)  3/04/13

orG  Buy   (450)   13.16   (5,922)  3/04/13

bwp  Buy   (2,600)   2.39   (6,214)  3/04/13

whG  Sell   9,500   0.675   6,413  8/05/13

cba  Sell   40   67.20   2,688  30/05/13

wbc  Sell   60   28.60   1,716  30/05/13

sGn  Sell   3,000   1.50   4,500  31/05/13

cif   Capital Return   3,600   0.012604   45  14/06/13

ahd  Buy   (675)   7.80   (5,265)  19/06/13

abp  Sell   2,350   2.31   5,429  19/06/13

asX  Buy   (40)   32.94   (1,318)  21/06/13

lephc  Sell   60   101.15   6,069  26/06/13

lep  Buy   (400)   2.50   (1,000)  26/06/13

 We are holding a 
substantial amount of cash 
in anticipation of future 
opportunities.

posiTiVe    neGaTiVe    neuTral    unknown 

Table 3: porTfolio risk MaTriX
  Much  lower aussie inflaTion siGnificanT bankinG euro TerrorisM pandeMic naTural coMMod. 
 lower aussie recession ouTbreak slowdown crisis breakup   disasTer price 
 aussie  house   in china      fall 
 dollar  prices        

 incoMe porTfolio 

ale properTy Group (lep)        

aMalGaMaTed holdinGs (ahd)       ?  ?

asX (asX)           

bwp TrusT (bwp)         ?  

carsales.coM (crZ)           

coMMonwealTh bank (cba)        

coMpuTershare (cpu)       ? ?  ?

oriGin enerGy (orG)          ? 

plaTinuM asseT MGMT (pTM)        

qbe insurance Group (qbe)         

resMed inc (rMd)       ?    

serVcorp (srV)           

seVen Group Telys4 (sVwpa)         

sTw coMMunicaTions (sGn)         

sydney airporT (syd)          ?

wh soul paTTinson & co (sol)         

wesTfield Group (wdc)          

wesTpac bank (wbc)           

woolworThs (wow)        ?  ?

http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/core/download/specialReports/SR_EFY13_Lower_dollar.pdf
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Turning to domestic-focused companies, advertising and marketing agency  
STW Communications increased 29% and we sold almost half the position at slightly 
higher prices (see Table 2). Unlike ALE Property Group, which increased 14%, STW is a 
cyclical business and carries a bit of debt. Even though it looks cheap on a price-to-earnings 
ratio of 13 and 5.3% fully franked dividend yield, a slowing Chinese economy could impact 
advertising budgets. We’re happy to reduce our exposure to it.

There was quite a bit of trading activity as we sold and replaced companies that enjoyed 
strong capital appreciation (again, see Table 2). We sold ALE Notes 2 and Australand 
ASSETS income securities as their potential returns are too skimpy, although we are holding 
a substantial amount of cash in anticipation of future opportunities.

If the market improves, and particularly if it’s led by higher share prices for the big four 
banks, then the portfolio may not keep up in the short term. As mining investment trails off, 
commodity prices fall and the massive LNG projects are completed, the Australian economy 
could slow markedly. That’s why we’ve got only small exposures to Commonwealth Bank 
and Westpac.

As with the recent Growth Portfolio update, produced below is a risk matrix to display 
the portfolio’s exposure to several risk factors. It’s well placed to benefit from a lower Aussie 
dollar. Neither do we mind that some of these companies don’t pay high, fully franked 
dividends due to their large overseas profits.

There’s quite a bit of exposure to property but overall the portfolio doesn’t own too 
many highly cyclical businesses. A lower Aussie dollar and a shakeout in the mining 
sector will produce opportunities to add some more attractive cyclical businesses like  
ARB Corporation.

For now, though, major share price falls have generally impacted low quality companies 
that face several years of declining profitability. While it can be painful holding cash, like 
second hand cars the right opportunities will come along eventually if you’re patient. That’s 
what’s required right now and, as past performance suggests, it’s the correct strategy.

Note: From 1 July we’re bringing the Income Portfolio into line with the Growth Portfolio. 
That means dividends will no longer be assumed to be spent and will need to be reinvested. 
Also, we’ll be adding franking credits that will also need to be reinvested. Neither of these 
moves will have much impact on the performance vis-a-vis the Index, which will also be 
adjusted for franking credits, but it does mean the level of cash may increase in the short 
term if more companies reach our estimate of fair value. 

Disclosure: Staff own many of the stocks discussed, for a full list please refer to the Staff portfolio on the 
website. First published online 9 Jul 2013.

 There’s quite a bit of 
exposure to property, but 
overall the portfolio doesn’t 
own too many highly cyclical 
businesses.

http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/articles/372/Growth-Portfolio-performs-9830321.cfm
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